Abstract-The steered response power (SRP) algorithms have been shown to be among the most effective and robust ones in noisy environments for direction of arrival (DOA) estimation. In broadband signal applications, the SRP methods typically perform their computations in the frequency-domain by applying a fast Fourier transform (FFT) on a signal portion, calculating the response power on each frequency bin, and subsequently fusing these estimates to obtain the final result. We introduce a frequency response incoherent fusion method based on a normalized arithmetic mean (NAM). Experiments are presented that rely on the SRP algorithms for the localization of motor vehicles in a noisy outdoor environment, focusing our discussion on performance differences with respect to different signal-to-noise ratios (SNR), and on spatial resolution issues for closely spaced sources. We demonstrate that the proposed fusion method provides higher resolution for the delay-and-sum SRP, and improved performances for minimum variance distortionless response (MVDR) and multiple signal classification (MUSIC).
I. INTRODUCTION
T HE steered response power (SRP) algorithms are widely used for estimating the direction of arrivals (DOAs) in farfield conditions, which is a crucial step in a localization system. An important DOA application addressed in this paper involves the multiple acoustic source localization in outdoor noisy environments for audio surveillance and scene analysis. The SRP is based on maximizing the power output of a beamformer. SRP algorithms have been developed for narrowband signals, and several methods have been proposed for wideband signals. Typically, broadband SRP is computed in the frequency-domain by applying a fast Fourier transform (FFT) on a portion of the signal and by calculating the response power on each frequency bin. Subsequently, a fusion of these estimates is computed and the estimation of the DOAs of acoustic sources is obtained by searching the local maxima on the response power spectrum. The fusion of narrowband SRP can be obtained by incoherent or coherent averaging with respect to frequency.
The delay-and-sum SRP [1] is typically computed on wideband signals by calculating an incoherent arithmetic mean (AM) average of the contributions of the microphone array. Unfortunately, the spatial resolution of SRP is poor, because the response power function is characterized by large peaks, and this makes its application unsuitable for a multi-source scenario. An advantage of using the SRP with the phase transform (PHAT) weighting function [2] is that it provides narrower response power peaks, thus increasing the spatial resolution and permitting the estimation of DOAs for multiple sources [3] . The minimum variance distortionless response (MVDR) filter is based on the narrowband adaptive Capon beamformer [4] . In [5] , three wideband MVDR algorithms are discussed, and the authors demonstrate the better performance of MVDR with the incoherent geometric mean (GM) if compared with AM and harmonic mean. Finally, the multiple signal classification (MUSIC) algorithm is another high resolution beamforming technique developed for narrowband signals [6] , and based on an eigensubspace decomposition method. Broadband MUSIC has been proposed with incoherent signal subspace processing [7] , and with coherent wideband methods [8] - [10] . In [8] , [9] , algorithms are proposed that require to find a focusing matrix, which allows for a proper alignment of spatial data covariance matrix. However, the estimation performance of these algorithms heavily depends on the initial conditions selected for the focusing matrix computation. In [10] , the proposed method does not require any initial values to find focusing matrices, but it has an optimal performance only for moderate signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) values.
Incoherent averaging effectiveness decreases when the SNR at each frequency bin varies, since the DOA estimate at some frequencies may be affected by large errors, and the final frequency data combination may be inaccurate. Besides that, the GM based algorithms, which perform best for narrowband responses with wide numeric ranges, suffer from performance drop when the narrowband SRP presents near to zero values with consequent reduction of power peaks intensity. To mitigate these problems, we introduce an incoherent frequency combination based on a normalized arithmetic mean (NAM), which has the advantage of enhancing robustness by weighting the function values calculated on each frequency bin, so that each response power contributes equally to the final value of fusion. We demonstrate that the proposed method improves the performance of SRP, MVDR and MUSIC algorithms.
II. BROADBAND STEERED RESPONSE POWER We assume acoustic sources and an array composed of microphones, and assume omnidirectional characteristics for both the sources and the microphones. The discrete-time signal received by the th microphone can be modeled, for a free-field environment, as (1) 1070-9908 © 2014 IEEE. Personal use is permitted, but republication/redistribution requires IEEE permission.
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where is the attenuation of the sound propagation (inversely proportional to the distance from source to microphone ), are the unknown uncorrelated source signals, is the propagation time from the unknown source to the reference sensor of the array, is the time difference of arrival (TDOA) between the microphone and the reference sensor for source , and is the additive noise signal at the sensor , assumed to be uncorrelated with both the source signals and the noise observed at the other sensors.
In far-field conditions, the relationship between TDOA and DOA can be solved easily with geometrical considerations. Therefore, for a generic pair of microphones with TDOA , DOA estimate is obtained as (2) where is the speed of sound and the distance between microphones.
The SRP relies on maximizing the power output of a beamformer. Broadband SRP operates in frequency-domain on a block-by-block basis. Consider a time-domain block of samples. Beamforming can be seen as a filtered combination of the delayed signals, and the frequency-domain output of a generic beamformer in matrix notation for frequency can be written as (3) where , and are the FFT of the signals, is the frequency bin index, is the frequency vector of the beamformer weights for steering and filtering the data, and the superscript H represents the Hermitian (complex conjugate) transpose. The power spectral density of the beamformer output is given by (4) where is the cross-spectral density matrix and denotes mathematical expectation.
A. Narrowband SRP
In this section, we describe the algorithms of SRP, SRP-PHAT, MVDR and MUSIC.
The conventional SRP [1] consists in delaying and summing the block signals, and it can be written as (5) where is the steering vector corresponding to a given direction. We have introduced the dependence on the TDOA variable, and the equation (2) can be used for the TDOA-DOA transformation.
The SRP-PHAT [3] consists of applying the weighting function that divides the spectrum by its magnitude (6) where denotes element-wise division and denotes element-wise absolute value operation. Thus, PHAT filter simply discards the magnitude and only keeps the phase of for computing the steered responses.
The SRP with MVDR filter [4] relies on the solution of the minimization problem
The aim is to minimize the energy of noise and sources coming from different directions, while keeping a fixed gain on the desired direction. Solving (7) using the method of Lagrange multipliers, we can write (8) In real applications, the inverse of the cross-spectral density matrix can be calculated using the Moore-Penrose pseudoinverse [11] , defined as , where is the singular value decomposition of the matrix . Moreover, if is ill-conditioned, the spatial spectrum could be deteriorated by steering vector errors and finite sample effect [12] . Therefore, a diagonal loading (DL) [13] method is adopted to calculate the inverse matrix in a stable way. The power spectrum of the beamformer output with MVDR filter and DL becomes (9) where is the identity matrix and is the loading level, where is the normalized loading constant.
The MUSIC algorithm [6] is based on an eigen subspace decomposition method, and it exploits the orthogonality between signal and noise subspaces. By performing the eigenvalue decomposition of the cross-spectral density matrix, we obtain , where is the square matrix whose is the th eigenvector and is the diagonal matrix whose diagonal elements are the corresponding eigenvalues. MUSIC assumes that the eigenvectors, which correspond to the largest eigenvalues, span the signal subspace, and the remaining eigenvectors, which correspond to the zero eigenvalue, span the noise subspace. The subspace orthogonality property leads us to define the power pseudo-spectrum (10) where is the matrix containing the eigenvectors corresponding to the noise subspace. MUSIC requires the analysis of eigenvalues for estimation of source number and it can be applied for localization in case of .
B. Normalized Arithmetic Mean
The proposed incoherent averaging model is based on a normalized arithmetic mean (NAM), and it aims to mitigate the effect of incorrect response power estimation due to the variations of the SNR at each frequency and the GM problem. The goal is to obtain a SRP spectrum in which each frequency gives the same contribution to the final result, and this is achieved by implementing a normalization on power spectrum, by imposing a constraint for the values to be in the range [0, 1]. Thus, the NAM can be written as (11) where is the vector of the power for all the desired direction ( is maximum TDOA in samples for distance and sampling frequency ) and denotes the maximum value. NAM is effective when used in combination with SRP, MVDR and MUSIC, but not with PHAT, which already provides a spectrum normalization and thus optimally performs with AM. We want to remark the difference between PHAT, which is a prefilter that sets all magnitude values to 1 on and only keeps the phase, and the novel approach, which is a postfilter on the narrowband power spectrum. Therefore, the proposed NAM allows to work on a full matrix for optimal performance of high resolution MVDR and MUSIC methods. Note that using MVDR and MUSIC with the PHAT pre-weighting means keeping only the phase of the cross-spectral density matrix for computing the steered response, thus reducing the benefits of the high resolution in low SNR conditions. NAM effectiveness is illustrated by the following example. Consider an arithmetic fusion and a geometric fusion that can be written as . A generic high-value element , affected by an estimation error, has a larger impact on AM fusion than on GM fusion, due to the natural logarithm in the latter. On the other hand, a correctly estimated low-value element has a marginal impact on AM fusion, while it provides a substantial negative contribution to GM fusion, which is null if . NAM has the advantage of balancing the contribution of and , thus increasing in general the robustness of the fusion in terms of peaks detection when the values of the power response span different numerical ranges. Finally, the values corresponding to the principal peaks of the broadband steered power (in practice, those peaks which are above a given threshold) allow the TDOAs estimation of the acoustic sources (12) The DOAs of sources on the array can be calculated using the equation (2) with the values estimate in (12) .
III. EXPERIMENTS
In this section, experiments on simulated data and a validation in a real-world scenario are reported. For simulated data experiments, three uniform linear array (ULA) sizes have been used: a small array ( ), a medium array ( ), and a large array ( ). For each array size, five tests have been performed to evaluate and compare the broadband SRP algorithms. A set of 50 Monte Carlo simulations with two motor vehicle signals have been used in different DOA positions. Fig. 1 shows the considered setup. The first source is always positioned in 1, while the second source is positioned at increasing angular distances (positions 2, 3, 4, 5 and 6). The sampling frequency was 44.1 kHz, the signal block size was set to 2048 samples, and an Hann analysis window was used. The distance between microphones was 0.25 m. The normalized loading constant for MVDR was set to 0.001. The tests were conducted with different SNR levels, obtained by adding mutually independent white Gaussian noise (WGN) to each channel. We compare the performances of SRP with AM and NAM, SRP-PHAT AM, and MVDR and MUSIC with AM, GM and NAM. Table I shows the comparison of the performances, reporting the percentage success rate (PSR) obtained by dividing the number of correct DOA estimations for both sources in each block by the total number of analysis block. The power spectrum of a specific block is reported in Fig. 2 . The experimental results demonstrate that broadband SRP, with NAM averaging models, can be used as a high resolution method. NAM improves performance for SRP, MVDR and MUSIC. Moreover, we observe that MVDR and MUSIC has the same performance with better accuracy in low SNR conditions if compared with SRP NAM and SRP-PHAT AM. Note that the performance of SRP NAM is similar to MVDR NAM and MUSIC NAM up to 5 dB SNR. A second simulated experiment is reported to evaluate the NAM performance with variable bandwidth signals. Two WGN signals, positioned in 1 and 2 with an ULA of 8 microphones, are processed with a bandpass filter , where and are the lower and upper frequency limit respectively. Comparison of broadband SRP is depicted in Fig. 3 for a SNR of 20 dB using 50-run trials for each bandwidth. All power responses are characterized by a decrease in performance when the sources become narrowband. Therefore, a fusion using an optimal range of frequencies is desirable in these cases. As can be observed, NAM performs better than GM, and SRP NAM is the most effective, except for bandwidths below 1000 Hz and in the 3000-4500 Hz range, in which the SRP-PHAT AM has a greater PSR. In order to evaluate the proposed NAM, a validation in a real-world scenario is reported. An ULA of 24 microphones has been installed on the roof on the University building. The microphone distance was 0.15 m, and a sample rate of 48 kHz has been used. The DOA estimation of a moving motorcycle is considered. Fig. 4 shows the map with the position of the array and the street that the motorcycle has traveled, from point S to E. The array position is orthogonal to the street at point S. The distance of the array from point S is 68 m, and 250 m from point E. In Fig. 5 , we can see the TDOAs estimated for SRP, MVDR and MUSIC with the proposed NAM method and SRP-PHAT with AM. All methods provide the correct localization of the source from point S to E in the open space at a large distance. We can also note in the figure, a second source on the left of the motorcycle trajectory, from time block index 150 and with a TDOA of -15 samples.
IV. CONCLUSIONS
Fusing narrowband power of each frequency bin is a crucial step for accuracy broadband steered response power. An incoherent combination based on NAM is proposed to mitigate the effect of incorrect narrowband power spectrum due to SNR variability at each frequency and to mitigate the problem due to GM fusion. NAM consists on applying a postfilter on each narrowband steered response power before computing fusion. Experimental results demonstrate the improvement provided by this solution for SRP, MVDR and MUSIC. Comparison of broadband power responses shows that SRP with NAM is suitable for high resolution.
